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LAVERSTOCK & FORD PARISH COUNCIL 
 
Report for Agenda Item 20.118. Internal Audit Observations. 16th November 2020 
 
Subject: Internal Audit Observations and Recommendations. 
Date:   13th November 2020. 
Author: Andrew Prince, RFO. 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
1. Report Summary. 
 

1.1 This Report lists all of the Observations by the Council’s Internal Auditor, Mr 
Kevin Rose of IAC Audit & Consultancy Ltd, and notes and responses from 
the RFO. 

 
2. Background. 
 

2.1 The Council is required to appoint an Internal Auditor to carry out a thorough 
examination of the Council’s Governance and Accountancy records and 
procedures, and to report these annually to the External Auditor on the 
Annual Governance and Accountability Return. 

 
2.2 A one-day on site inspection was carried out on 5th August 2020 and 

followed up by further questions and an exchange of documents. 
 
2.3 The Internal Auditor signed an Internal Audit Report on 12th August 

confirming that all of the internal control objectives had been met apart from 
petty cash, which is not used, and the exercise of public rights that could not 
be verified. 

 
3. Internal Audit Observations. 
 

3.1 In addition to the Internal Audit Report the auditor sent a list of nine 
observations and recommendations where he believed that improvements 
could be made to the Council’s procedures and practices. 

 
3.2 The RFO has replied to all observations. Some have been accepted, some 

refuted, others are awaiting the view of the External Auditor. They are 
tabulated on pages 2 and 3 of this report. 

 
4. Recommendation. 
 

4.1 That the Council record receipt of the observations and recommendations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Laverstock & Ford Parish Council
Financial Year 2019-20
Internal Audit Observations Visit date: 5 August 2020 

A
No. Audit Conclusion Observation Recommendation Priority Comments

1 The method of accounting is not appropriate for a 
council of this size

The Council currently maintains its accounts 
using an excel spreadsheet. This was perfectly 
adequate when the parish was smaller, but as 
the activities have grown in complexity it is 
clear that this may not be suitable for the 
current requirements of the Council.

The Council must review the method of accounting 
in use to ensure that it is adequate for the Councils 
purposes. (The auditor has provided examples of 
systems in use at other Councils to the Clerk).

High

The RFO is currently investigating specialist 
accounting systems for Local Authorities with a 
view to introduction for the 2021-2022 financial 
year. 

B

No. Audit Conclusion Observation Recommendation Priority Comments

1 The Council is not using the latest Model Standing 
Orders

The Council Standing Orders are not based on 
the latest model NALC Standing Orders. The 
Council tender and procurement rules are not in 
line with recommended practice NALC 
Financial Controls & Procurement part a. v), c. 
and f.

The Council to review and update its Standing 
Orders Medium A review of Standing Orders is being carried out by 

LGRC.

2 The Council is not using the latest Model Financial 
Regulations

The Council does not use the latest model 
NALC Financial Regulations issued July 2019. 

The Council to review and update its Financial 
Regulations Medium A review of Financial Regulations is being carried 

out by LGRC.

3 Tenders have not been obtained as required under 
the Councils Financial Regulations

The Council is in the process of commissioning 
various works related to the development of the 
area. It was not clear from a review of the 
Minutes that the Council has an established 
practice of formally Minuting the intended 
procurement policy to be followed, for example 
whether the Council will undertake a formal 
tender process through the Contract Finder 
website.

The Council should clearly record in its Minutes the 
decision as to whether it with conduct an open 
tender, or whether it will approach pre selected 
suppliers directly. This should be done in advance 
of any decision to award contracts.

High

This refers to just one tender that was not correctly 
recorded in the Minutes. In December 2018 the 
contract for Virginia Way Play Park was given to 
Wicksteed Leisure after a proper and 
comprehensive tender process BUT it was not 
properly recorded in the Minutes. The Internal 
Auditor was also concerned that the process for 
tendering the Country Park was similar. The 
Country Park process conducted through a legal 
agreement with the Land Trust was in my opinion 
legitimate and complied with our procurement 
regulations.

4 Powers under which grants have been made are 
not clearly stated

The Council has awarded a number of grants 
during the year. The Minutes approving the 
grants do not state under what Powers the 
grants have been made.

Council to ensure that, in future, the power under 
which grants are made are clearly stated. Medium

All Council Grants are given by the power under 
Section 137 of the Local Government Act 1972. The 
Internal Auditor is correct in stating that our Minutes 
do not state this. They will in future.

D

Appropriate accounting records have been kept properly throughout the year.

This smaller authority met its financial regulations, payments were supported by invoices, all expenditure was approved and VAT was appropriately accounted for.

The precept or rates requirement resulted from an adequate budgetary process; progress against the budget was regularly monitored; and reserves were appropriate.



No. Audit Conclusion Observation Recommendation Priority Comments

1
The Council has not established Reserves (or some 
other suitable measure) to monitor the usage of CIL 
Receipts

The Council has not formally established a list 
or plan for the use of CIL monies. It is 
understood that this is reported from time to 
time to Wiltshire Council.

The Council should establish Reserves (or some 
other suitable measure) to formally monitor the 
planned and actual usage of CIL Receipts.

Medium

I disagreed with this observation. The Financial 
Report on Reserves including CIL and is updated 
monthly. The Council has reviewed the use of CIL 
and has an informal policy in place. The auditor 
replied that the policy and reserves statement are 
not Minuted.

2
From audit review it does not appear that the 
Councils Reserves were appropriate or subject to 
review

The Council has not formally Minuted a review 
of reserves. 

Given the very high level of the Councils reserves 
compared to its precept it is highly likely that the 
level of Reserves will be subject to query by the 
External Auditor and possibly by members of the 
public. The Council should conduct a review of the 
Level of Reserves, which should be Minuted, to 
ensure that they are appropriate and their purpose 
is identified. 

Medium

I disagreed with this observation. The monthly 
Report on all Reserves is comprehensive and 
accurate. The auditor replied that the Council must 
formally Minute the fact that they know and approve 
the level of Reserves.

H
No. Audit Conclusion Observation Recommendation Priority Comments

1
 The Council has not updated the the asset register 
with Assets purchased / disposed of during the 
year.

The Council has incurred significant 
expenditure on the development of an Open 
Space through the Land Trust. It is understood 
that, on completion of the works, a long term 
lease is to be established. It was unclear from 
discussion with the Clerk what will be the status 
of the assets created through this expenditure 
i.e. whether they will be assets of the Council or 
will pass to the Trust.

The Council should review the accounting treatment 
of the assets involved in the Land Trust lease and 
ensure that any assets created which belong to the 
Council are properly recorded in the Council's Asset 
Register.

High

I disagreed with this observation. The Asset 
Register was meticulously prepared including all of 
the Assets procured by the Land Trust for the 
Country Park. The auditor replied that the level of 
expenditure was not reflected in the value of 
Assets. That is because at the end of March 2020 
much of the work had not been completed.He said 
that the external auditor would expect a 
proportionate value to be given to half completed 
projects. eg £400k contract to build paths. Value 
completed on 31st March £215k. This is not 
something I had prepared. I await the External 
Auditors comments.

J

No. Audit Conclusion Observation Recommendation Priority Comments

1
It was not possible to agree the draft accounting 
statements to the draft values in the Annual 
Accounting Statements

It was noted that there were a number of 
differences between the Accounting Statement 
values computed by the Clerk and those 
computed by the Internal Auditor. These 
differences related to accruals from the prior 
year which had not been reversed in the current 
year. The method of accounting that the 
Council currently uses makes preparation on 
Income and Expenditure accounts a complex 
task.

The Council to note that the present excel 
cashbook makes Income and Expenditure reporting 
difficult.

The Council to note the earlier recommendation re: 
the accounting system.

Medium

Agreed. The process of dealing with accruals at 
year end is cumbersome. Having said that, in 
relation to our income and expenditure the figures 
are not large. Just a few invoices. Next year it will 
be easier with a new accounting system.

Accounting statements prepared during the year were prepared on the correct accounting basis (receipts and payments or income and expenditure), agreed to the cash 
book, supported by an adequate audit trail from underlying records and where appropriate debtors and creditors were properly recorded.

Asset and investments registers were complete and accurate and properly maintained.


